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In recent years, studies on haptic interfaces have progressed. This study deals with the development of the “Haptic Desk”, which can detect force information and contact position information using a simple mechanism with force sensors. However this technique has low contact point accuracy when the external force is small. Hence, this paper proposes the use of differentiated force information to calculate an accurate contact point. In the experiment, the accuracy of the contact point calculation using the differentiated force information was higher than the one using the force information when the external force was small. Therefore, the error of the contact point decreased regardless of the magnitude of the force when the force information and differentiated force information were used properly.
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1. Introduction

Switches mounted on product themselves or dedicated remote controllers belonging to specific products are generally used to operate electrical appliances in our daily lives. Operating devices with touch panels have also become popular (13–15), with smart phones being representative examples of such touch panels. Touch panels are used to operate a device, based on the positional information of fingers, which is acquired as the finger contacts the display. An advantage of this is that the operation can be performed intuitively. Products created by adding touch panels on household electric appliances or furniture have been studied and developed in the recent years. Switches or touch panels, however, have only two types of information, on/off and positional information respectively. This means that many more types of operations would be possible, if the information that devices can acquire from humans is increased.

The number of studies on interfaces that use force information in addition to positional information is being progressed, based on the perspective described above. Sugiuira et al. developed “FuwaFuwa”, which detects pressure and contact position by incorporating photoreflectors in a flexible object (16). FuwaFuwa is advantageous in that it is capable of detecting both pressure and contact position by using photo-reflectors only. However, FuwaFuwa is constrained by the fact that the interfaces are limited to flexible materials. In the field of robotics, various tactile sensors of distributed array types have been studied (17–19). Tactile sensing is a popular issue in robotics, because a tactile sense is believed to be a key to advanced robotic manipulation (20). In some cases, tactile sensors are used to robots as a skin (15) (16) (17). A whole-body tactile sensing is enabled by using the tactile sensors. However, wiring is complicated because of these studies require a large number of sensors on the surface of the interfaces. There are also methods using external force observer for sensorless tactile sensing, while the contact position is fixed (17) (18). Furthermore, studies using a camera have been progressed (19) (20). The usage of a camera reduces the number of required sensors. On the other hand, such methods require space for projection.

The studies using a force sensor are also being carried out. Salisbury proposed a method that detects contact positions and contact force on an end-effector by using a six-axis force sensor (21). Bicchi et al. expanded into a method that is also possible to detect contact positions and contact force on an elastic end-effector (18) (19). Based on these studies, Iwata et al. developed a whole-body haptic interface using force sensors as interfaces (22) (23). Although the whole-body haptic interface is capable of accurately detecting contact on interfaces, tactile sensors are used to determine contact on the contact surface. Therefore, wiring is complicated as with the tactile sensors of distributed array types. Kubo et al. developed a method estimating both the contact position and the external force on a planar end-effector based on the reaction torque observer (24).

Tsuji et al. have developed a whole-body tactile technology known as “Haptic Armor”, which uses no additional sensors on the surface of the interface (25). This technology detects the positional information and the force information simultaneously, with force sensors only, by using an equilibrium equation of force and moment as well as equations for expressing the shape of the end effector when an external force acts on an interface. This technology can be used to detect the above information, as long as the deformation of a material can be estimated, even when a flexible material is used as end-effectors (26). They have also applied this
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technology to “Haptic Desk”, which gives whole-body tactile senses to a desk, by attaching force sensors on the legs of the desk (25). This technology can also be applied to existing desks. Therefore, a variety of objects around us, such as desks and other furniture or household electric appliances, can be interfaced.

The deterioration in the accuracy of the calculated positional information when the force acting on an interface is small, however, can be cited as an issue for this technology. This issue is critical in some cases because the force is small at the moments of touching and releasing always. A device can potentially perform a process that is different from the one intended and ordered by a human, when the accuracy of the positional calculation is low. Additionally, other conventional studies may suffer with the degradation of the accuracy of the contact point calculation by using with the small force.

In this paper, the authors extend the theory of the Haptic Desk by proposing a positional calculation that uses the differentiated force information as a method for accurately calculating positions even a small external force. Even with a small external force, there is a case that a change of force is large. The proposal is to use the differentiated force in such a case. Theoretical development in this paper shows that the differentiated force can be substituted for the position estimation. A compendium of the conventional study (25) is provided first in Section 2. A compendium of the proposed method is provided in Section 3. The experimental equipment is described in Section 4, while an experimental evaluation of the proposed method is described in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section 6.

2. Compendium of Haptic Desk

The basis of Haptic Desk in the literature (25) is described first for this paper. Haptic Desk is supported with four force sensors as shown in Fig. 1. The point of action of external force and the external vector are calculated when the external force accrued on the desk. The equilibrium of force and the equilibrium of moment on the desk show the following at this time:

\[ F^e + F^o = 0 \]  
\[ F^e \times (P^e - P^o) + M^o = 0 \]  
\[ F^o = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F^o_i \]  
\[ M^o = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (F^o_i \times (P^e_i - P^o)) \].

Equation (5) yields a straight line parallel to the external force \( F^e \) like the broken line in Fig. 1. The form of the desk is regarded as the composition according to \( p \) pieces of plane surfaces, which are shown as follows:

\[ f_k(P^e) = 0 \quad (k = 1, 2, \cdots, p) \]

The point of action of external force \( P^e \) is determined from the solution of simultaneous (5) and (6) when the external force accrued. Hereafter, the point of action of external force referred to as the contact point.

The error on the force/moment information depends on the offset of the force sensor, which varies with the weight of the desk with multiple goods on it. Since the arrangement of goods on the desk may change day by day, the offset needs to be calibrated at the beginning of the work. A DC offset is derived by the calibration with a low-pass filter and it is removed in the calibration. The calibration is performed for a fixed time just after starting force measurement. The calibration does not require a manual operation because it is performed automatically after starting force measurement.

3. Proposed Method

3.1 Trial Calculation for Error of Contact Point

In the conventional method described in the preceding section, the equation of contact point calculation in (5) is used the force information measured with force sensors. Therefore, the error of the calculated contact point occurs if there is a sensor noise in the measured force. This phenomenon prominently occurs when the force is small. As the cause, a smallness of S/N ratio is pointed out. Especially, the error is large so that the sensor noise strongly affects, if force component in the denominator of (5) is near 0. \( F^e_x \) measured when the

Here, \( F^e \) denotes the external force, \( P^e \) denotes the point of action of external force, and \( P^o \) denotes the reference position. And, \( n \) denotes number of supported points, \( F^e_i \) denotes force measured with the \( i \)th force sensor, \( P^o_i \) denotes position of the \( i \)th force sensor from the reference position, and \( M^o \) denotes the moment around the reference position respectively. Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ M^o_y = F^e_x (P^o_y - P^o) - F^e_y (P^o_x - P^o) \]  
\[ M^o_z = F^e_x (P^o_z - P^o) - F^e_z (P^o_x - P^o) \]  
\[ M^o_y = F^e_y (P^o_x - P^o) + F^o_x (P^o_y - P^o) \]  
\[ M^o_z = F^e_z (P^o_x - P^o) + F^o_x (P^o_z - P^o) \]

Equation (5) is shown from (1) and (4).

\[ P^o_x = \frac{M^o_y - F^o_x P^o_z}{F^e_z} + P^o_z \frac{F^o_x}{F^e_z} \]

\[ P^o_y = \frac{-M^o_z - F^o_y P^o_x}{F^e_x} + P^o_x \frac{F^o_y}{F^e_x} \]

Here, subscripts \( x, y, \) and \( z \) show the direction of Cartesian coordinates. \( F^o \) and \( M^o \) in (5) are measured with the force sensors. Unknown variable is only \( P^e \), because \( P^e \) and \( P^o \) are known variables determined by the mechanism. Therefore, (5) yields a straight line parallel to the external force \( F^e \) like the broken line in Fig. 1. The form of the desk is regarded as the composition according to \( p \) pieces of plane surfaces, which are shown as follows:

\[ f_k(P^e) = 0 \quad (k = 1, 2, \cdots, p) \]

The point of action of external force \( P^e \) is determined from the solution of simultaneous (5) and (6) when the external force accrued. Hereafter, the point of action of external force referred to as the contact point.

The error on the force/moment information depends on the offset of the force sensor, which varies with the weight of the desk with multiple goods on it. Since the arrangement of goods on the desk may change day by day, the offset needs to be calibrated at the beginning of the work. A DC offset is derived by the calibration with a low-pass filter and it is removed in the calibration. The calibration is performed for a fixed time just after starting force measurement. The calibration does not require a manual operation because it is performed automatically after starting force measurement.
external force is not applied to the force sensors, shows maximum 0.4 N amplitude of the sensor value. It is supposed as the noise included in sensor values. Here, the authors regard as a position, distanced 0.2 m in x-axis direction from the center of the desk, is applied by external force constituted \( F_z^e = -2 \text{ N}, F_x^e = 0 \text{ N}, \) and \( F_y^e = 0 \text{ N}. \) The contact point \( P'_x \) calculated using in (5), is shown in the following equation:

\[
P'_x = \frac{M_y}{F_y^e}.
\]

(7)

Here, \( M_y \) indicates that the moment around the reference position is an ideal value which is not included any noises. The measured value of \( F_y^e \) taken into consideration sensor noises is 1.6–2.4 N. \( P'_x \) are calculated 0.17 m and 0.25 m respectively if the values of \( F_y^e = 1.6 \text{ N} \) and \( F_y^e = 2.4 \text{ N} \) are substituted in (7). Considering \( P'_x = 0.2 \text{ m}, \) the calculated values of \( P'_x \) include an error. The error range for \( P'_x \) is 0–0.083 m. Then, the error range becomes wider when force is small since (7) shows inverse relationship.

The conventional method has used a quadratic low-pass filter after obtaining the force information, and the maximum amplitude of noise has been able to attenuate 0.024 N. However the error has not disappeared because it is not possible to remove all of the noise. Therefore, in this paper, the authors propose the method which calculated the contact point by using the differentiated force information instead of the force information.

### 3.2 Contact Point Calculation using Differentiated Force Information

There is the error of the calculated contact point in the conventional method when the force is small, as shown in Section 3.1. The moments occurring the contact point in the conventional method when the force is differentiating. Here, the amplification degree of differentiated force was done in a manner similar to Section 3.1 from the results of preliminary experiment. The mean time change of force of five subjects were \(-45 \text{ N/s} \) in z-axis direction at the moment of touching on the desk. On the other hand, the maximum amplitude of the noise was 0.024 N with a low-pass filter. Therefore, a typical example of \( F'_y \) is depicted by the following equation:

\[
F'_y = -45t + 0.024 \lambda(t), \quad -1 \leq \lambda(t) \leq 1.
\]

(9)

\( t \) denotes a time, and \( \lambda(t) \) denotes the function simulating the noise. By differentiating (13) shows the following equation:

\[
F''_y = -45 + 0.029 \eta(t), \quad -1 \leq \eta(t) \leq 1.
\]

(10)

The noise is often amplified by differentiating. Here, the amplification degree of differentiated force against force was calculated based on the results of the preliminary experiment. Maximum amplitude of the differentiated noise was 0.29 N/s. Hence (14) can be reformed as follows:

\[
F''_y = -45 + 0.29 \eta(t), \quad -1 \leq \eta(t) \leq 1.
\]

(15)

A contact point \( P''_x \) utilizing the differentiated force information is given by (7) and (12) as follows:

\[
P''_x = \frac{M_y}{F''_y}.
\]

(16)

The error range of \( P''_x \) is 0–0.0026 m by using (15) and (16).
Here, the error ranges of $P_{x\prime\prime}$ and $P_{x\prime\prime\prime}$ were compared by using (13) and (15). The result is shown in Fig. 2. The error of contact point using the differentiated force information is smaller than using force information when $F_{x\prime\prime\prime} \leq 3.8 \text{N}$ as revealed in Fig. 2. Therefore, there are some cases that the accuracy of contact point calculation using the differentiated force information is high compared with the force information, if the amplification degree of $\lambda(t)$ is not great. Additionally, the difference between the each error range in Fig. 2 is especially influenced by the form of the equation of the contact point calculation. In the conventional method, when the magnitude of $F_{x\prime\prime\prime}$ in the denominator of (7) is small, the value of the denominator of (7) may become a minute value by the noise. Then, the large error occurs. In the proposed method, if the differentiated force information is used for the contact point calculation, the value of the denominator of the equation become a large value as shown (15) and (16). If this value is as large as the value which does not become a minute value by the sensor noise amplified by the differentiation, using (16) prevents the occurrence of the error. Setting a large time interval than the sampling time of the force sensor in (8) prevents the amplification of the noise and gets a large time change of the force. Hence, this time interval is set 166 ms ($n = 200, T_s = 0.83 \text{ms}$) from the preliminary experiment.

### 3.3 Using Force Information and Differentiated Force Information Properly

The contact point includes the large error when force is small as detailed in Section 3.1. Therefore, the authors propose the method using the force information and the differentiated force information properly by the condition of the magnitude of the force. As the method above, it is believed that the highly accurate calculation of the contact point is possible regardless of the magnitude of the force. In this study, the contact points calculated by using the force information and the differentiated force information respectively are compared at the moments of touching and releasing. And the authors examine the validity of the differentiated force information in the case when force is small by the comparison results. If the validity is confirmed, the threshold value of force in order to use the two information properly is derived. At this time, the threshold value of force is derived in each moment.

The mechanism of the contact point calculations using the force information and the differentiated force information properly, is shown in Fig. 3. First of all, the force information obtained with force sensors is converted the differentiated value. Subsequently, the contact candidate point $P_{d}$ using the force information and the contact candidate point $P_{d}$ using the differentiated force information, are calculated respectively. The input motion is determined by the sign of the value of differentiated force after calculating the candidate points. After determining the input motion, the contact point is calculated by comparing the measured force and the threshold value of force derived experimentally in advance. Here, the threshold values at the moments of touching and releasing, are referred to as $F_{\text{th}0}$ and $F_{\text{th}1}$ respectively. $P_{d}$ calculated using the differentiated force information is determined as the contact point $P_{c}$, if the magnitude of the input force $F_{c}$ is the threshold value and below. $P_{d}$ calculated using the force information is determined as $P_{c}$, if $F_{c}$ is the threshold value and over.

### 4. Experimental Equipment

The experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 4. The desk is a commercial product, and the four six-axis force sensors are attached to the desk legs. The size of the desk is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1. The top board and the desk shelf of the desk are made of a medium density fiberboard, and the side frame is made of a steel. The parameters of six-axis force sensor are shown in Table 2. The information obtained from the four six-axis force sensors is sent to a notebook computer, and the contact point is calculated using the
program in the notebook computer. Besides, the condition for the contact point calculation in conventional method is determined $F^o \geq 2$ N. Therefore, the condition is adopted for this paper too.

5. Experiment

5.1 Verification on Accuracy of Contact Point Calculation using the Force Information and the Differentiated Force Information Respectively

In this paper, the contact candidate points, $P^c_r$ and $P^c_d$, calculated using the force information and the differentiated force information respectively, were compared first at the moments of touching and releasing. A threshold value of force by using the proposed method was derived, based on the result of the comparison. Seven subjects whose age is 21–23 years old participated in this experiment.

The contact candidate points, $P^c_r$ and $P^c_d$, calculated using the force information and the differentiated force information respectively, were compared first. Nine points of action of external forces were set on the top board of the desk as shown in Fig. 6. A motion involved touching and releasing a point (hereinafter referred to as press motion) was performed three times on each point by three test subjects. A single data was comprised of the results obtained after one test subject performed the press motion on a single point of action once. The center of the point of action in Fig. 6, $p_5$ was at $x = 0.0$ m and $y = 0.0$ m, with the distances between each point being $d_a = 0.3$ m and $d_b = 0.2$ m. The point-to-point distance from the center of the top board ($x = 0.0$ m and $y = 0.0$ m) to each point of action is referred to as $D_t$, while the point-to-point distances to the candidate contact points of $P^c_r$ and $P^c_d$ are referred to as $D^c_r$ and $D^c_d$, respectively. Therefore, the point-to-point distance $D_t$ to the point of action $p_3$ is 0.36 m. Examples of the magnitude of the external force $F^o$, as well as the point-to-point distances $D^c_r$ and $D^c_d$ when one test subject performed a press motion, is shown in Fig. 7. At the moment of touching on the desk and $F^o$ became greater, the point-to-point distance $D^c_r$ using the force information converged at 0.22 s, and the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information converged at 0.18 s respectively as shown in Fig. 7(a). The point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information converged earlier than the point-to-point distance $D^c_r$ using the force information. At the moment of releasing from the desk and $F^o$ became smaller, the point-to-point distance $D^c_r$ using the force information diverged, but the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information did not diverge and remained constant. Next, at the moment of releasing from the desk and $F^o$ became smaller, the point-to-point distance $D^c_r$ using the force information resulted in diverging as shown in Fig. 7(b), similar to Fig. 7(a). At the moment of touching on the desk and $F^o$ became greater, the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the force information, converged at 0.14 s and the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information converged at 0.35 s respectively. The point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information therefore converged later, unlike the case depicted in Fig. 7(a). The result, indicating that the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the force information converged when the external force became weaker, was obtained with data from other test subjects and points of action as well. At the moment of touching on the desk, there were both cases of the values of the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information converging earlier and later. Therefore, there was a result that the accuracy of contact point calculation varied. Furthermore, the point-to-point distance $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force information fluctuated significantly in the vicinity of the maximum value for the magnitude of the external force $F^o$ as shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b). This was caused by the small S/N ratio due to the small value of the differentiated force.

The variance in $D^c_d$ using the force information and $D^c_d$ using the differentiated force...
using the differentiated force information, when the external force was small, was compared next. The data of all test subjects and all points of action (81 pieces of data) were used to measure the standard deviation of errors with point-to-point distances $D_r'$ and $D_s'$ with respect to $D_t$ at respective points of action. The maximum value of the magnitude $F_{max}$ of the external force $F^e$, applied by the test subject during the experiments, was 20 N and higher as shown in Fig. 7. Similar results were obtained from other test subjects as well. Therefore, this study defines $2\,N \leq F^e \leq 3\,N$ as the condition for a small force, which indicates that the magnitude of the external force $F^e$ is sufficiently smaller than the maximum value $F_{max}$. The mean values for $D_r'$ and $D_s'$ were calculated by difference between the derived means and $D_t$. And the standard deviation of the errors were compared. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The standard deviation of the error of $D_r'$ using the differentiated force information was reduced in comparison with $D_r'$ using the force information at the both moments of touching and releasing. The reduction rate in the standard deviation was different at the moments of touching and releasing.

There were several occasions where the accuracy of contact point calculation using the differentiated force information was low at the moment of touching on the desk, from the above results. The time response of the magnitude of external force $F^e$ when the press motion was performed on the desk, as well as the value of the differentiated external force $F^d$, are shown in Fig. 9. The value for the differentiated force at the moment of touching, was smaller in comparison to the moment of releasing from the desk, as depicted in Fig. 9. The accuracy of the contact point calculation using the differentiated force information was low at the small value of the differentiated force. Furthermore, the maximum values for the differentiated force at the moments of touching and releasing, was compared. The result indicated that a larger maximum values for the differentiated force were obtained at the moment of releasing from the desk 63 times out of 81 times, which meant the probability was 77.8%. The time change of force was generally greater the moment of releasing than the moment of touching on the desk for that reason, which is believed to have led to the results shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

### 5.2 Deduction of Threshold Value for Selecting Force Information and Differentiated Force Information

The accuracy of the contact point calculation using the differentiated force information was confirmed to be greater than using the force information, when the force was small, as revealed by the results of Section 5.1. The threshold of force that serves as a condition for selecting the two types of information, was derived next. The accuracy of the contact point calculation using the differentiated force was greater the moment of releasing than the moment of touching on the desk. Therefore, separate threshold values were derived at the moments of touching and releasing for the purpose of this paper.

An example of how the threshold values were derived, is shown in Fig. 10. The method for deriving the threshold value $F^d_{th}$ at the moment of touching is described first. The results obtained in Section 5.1 indicated that $D_r'$ using the differentiated force information converged later than $D_r'$ using the force information, at the moment of touching. The error of the contact point calculation can therefore potentially increase, when the differentiated force information is used after $D_r'$ using the force information has converged. The magnitude of the external force $F^e$ at the instant when the time response of $D_r'$ using the force information has converged, was set to the threshold value $F^e_{th}$, in order to prevent the error described above. $|D_r'| \leq 0.2\,m/s$ was set as a condition for determining that $D_r'$ had converged. This condition was determined by the results of the preliminary experiments which the time change of $|D_r'|$ using the differentiated force information is converged within 0.2 m/s after touching on the desk. $F^e_{th} = 4.4\,N$ is shown in Fig. 10. The method for deriving the threshold value $F^d_{th}$, used at the moment of releasing from the desk, is described next. When the external force became weaker, $D_r'$ using the force information was diverged as described in Section 5.1. Therefore, the magnitude of the external force at the instant when $D_r'$ using the force information started to diverge, was set to the threshold value $F^d_{th}$. $|D_r' - D'_s| \geq 0.01\,m$ was set as a condition for determining the instant when $D_r'$ started to diverge. This condition was determined by the results of the preliminary experiments which the difference between the point-to-point distances using the force information and the differentiated force information is within 0.01 m just before releasing on the desk. $F^d_{th} = 5.1\,N$ is shown in Fig. 10.
in Fig. 10.

An experiment similar to the one described in Section 5.1 was conducted with five test subjects, based on the conditions described above. The data collected from all test subjects for all points of action (135 pieces of data) were used to derive the mean values and standard deviations of the threshold values \( F_{th}^r \) and \( F_{th}^t \), respectively, at the moments of touching and releasing.

The mean for the threshold values and the standard deviations of \( F_{th}^t \) and \( F_{th}^r \) are shown in Fig. 11. The mean for the threshold values for \( F_{th}^t \) and \( F_{th}^r \) were 3.74 N and 6.98 N respectively. Taking into consideration the standard deviations, the threshold values of \( F_{th}^t \) and \( F_{th}^r \) were 1.80–5.67 N and 2.12–11.8 N respectively. It is difficult to set a unique threshold when the variance is significant. In order to evaluate the derived threshold values, means for the threshold values and the two values with which the deviation with respect to the mean values was maximum as shown in Fig. 11, were compared as the candidates for the threshold value. The conditions of the force for the contact point calculation in the conventional method (25) was taken into consideration in this experiment. The force whose magnitude is smaller than 2 N, is not considered the threshold value. The candidates of the threshold value \( F_{th}^t \), therefore, were two values of 3.74 N and 5.67 N. And the candidates of the threshold value \( F_{th}^r \) were the three values of 2.12 N, 6.98 N and 11.8 N. The calculated contact points using each of the candidates of the threshold value described above, were compared as the evaluation of the candidates of the threshold value. There were four test subjects, who were asked to perform press motions on the points of action on the top board of the desk, as with the previous experiment.

The comparisons at the moments of touching and releasing are shown respectively in Fig. 12. The horizontal axis indicates the conventional method and the proposed method using candidates of respective threshold values. The vertical axis indicates the standard deviations of errors of the point-to-point distances according to the conventional method and the proposed method with respect to the individual points of action. The standard deviations reached minimum when \( F_{th}^r = 5.67 \) N at the moment of touching on the desk, according to the graphs of respective test subjects. There was a reduction of standard deviation compared to the conventional method in this instance, by 3.26%, 1.35%, 4.89% and 0.861% with test subjects 1 to 4, respectively. The standard deviation was minimal when \( F_{th}^r = 11.8 \) N at the moment of releasing from the desk. There was a greater reduction of standard deviation compared to the conventional method in this instance, which exceeded the threshold value \( F_{th}^r \) at the moment of touching on the desk, by 11.0%, 16.4%, 24.1% and 18.5% with test subject 1 to 4, respectively. The accuracy for the contact point calculation according to the proposed method was highest when the threshold value was set to the maximum value, with consideration for the standard deviation.

5.3 Verification on Accuracy for Contact Point Calculation for using Force Information and Differentiated Force Information

Comparisons were performed between the conventional method (25) and the proposed method using the derived threshold value in the Section 5.2. The threshold values were set to \( F_{th}^r = 5.67 \) N and \( F_{th}^t = 11.8 \) N. The results are shown in Fig. 13. The calculated contact points by the proposed method converged on the points of action of external force. The time constants of the convergence were shorter compared to the ones by the conventional method. The mean error and the standard deviation in Fig. 13 are shown in Fig. 14. Both the mean error and the standard deviation were smaller with the proposed method than the conventional method. In this experiment, the validity of the proposed method was also confirmed with another desk whose structure is different from the one in Fig. 5.

Next, a test subject was asked to trace the Japanese character “kita” with a finger on the top board of the desk, and the contact points were calculated using the conventional method and the proposed method simultaneously for comparison. In this experiment, the contact point calculation by the differentiated force information is used the starting and termination of each stroke in the word due to the moments of touching and releasing on the desk. The contact point calculation of

---
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Fig. 11. Calculated values of \( F_{th}^t \) and \( F_{th}^r \)

---
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Fig. 12. Evaluation \( F_{th}^t \) and \( F_{th}^r \). (a) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 1. (b) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 2. (c) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 3. (d) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 4. (e) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 1. (f) \( F_{th}^t \) with subject 2. (g) \( F_{th}^r \) with subject 3. (h) \( F_{th}^r \) with subject 4.
the trace motion between the starting and termination is used only the force information. The large force is applied during the trace motion, which do not require the differentiated force information. The results of the experiment and the condition of the experiment are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively. The average velocity of tracing the character in Fig. 16 was 3.37 ± 0.644 cm/s. In the conventional method, errors occurred in the contact point where the tracing of each line terminated as shown in Fig. 16. The proposed method, on the other hand, reduced the error compared with the conventional method. The standard deviation at the moments of touching and releasing in each line of character is shown in Fig. 17 as a quantitative rating. Using the assumption that the time change of the contact point at the moments of touching and releasing is not considerably large, the standard deviation in Fig. 17 is related to the error of the calculated contact point. The above results indicated the accuracy of the contact point calculation was improved by using the proposed method.

6. Conclusion

This paper has described the development of a method for Haptic Desk with the accurate contact point calculation using the force information and the differentiated force information properly. The experimental results have indicated that the accuracy of the contact point calculation using the differentiated force information was higher than the one using the force information when external force was small. Besides, the standard deviations of the contact point calculation using the proposed method have been reduced. From the above results, it was confirmed the improved accuracy of the contact point calculation in haptic interface.
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